Information theoretic tools lead to the design and analysis of new blind data hiding methods. A novel quantizationbased blind method, which uses trellis codcd quantization, is proposed in this manuscript. The redundancy in initial state selection during trellis coded quantization is exploited to hide information as the index of this initial state. This index is recovered at the receiver by Viterbi decoding after comparison with all initial states. Thc performance of the proposed method is compared against other well-known approaches via simulations and promising results are obtained. Based on these results, the proposed method can be preferred in certain applications with high distortion attacks.
INTRODUCTION
In the early stages of data hiding, mostly informed detection (private watermarking) has been examined, compared to blind detection (public watermarking). Although, the former problem intuitively appears to be simpler than the latter, some recent developments based on information theoretic tools [I] , caused blind detection problem to attract more attention. Costa's paper [2] is one of the most remarkable works, which results in the analysis and design of novel blind detection methods. Costa shows the equality between the capacity of a communication system with side information available only to encoder and that of the system with side information available to both encoder and decoder [2] . Hence, it is possible to devise public watermarking systems achieving the same capacity with private systems.
Inspired by the information theoretic tools, many public watermarking algorithms are developed and analyzed [3-61. Chen et.al. [3, 4] has introduced Quantization Index Modulation (QIM), as a generic class of data hiding methods. QIM embeds data into cover content using quantization. Different quantizers are used for different watermarks or data; i.e. quantizers are modulated according to the data. At the decoder, the bidden data is dccodcd using the knowledge of the QIM structure employed at the encoder; hence, the original content is not required. Other public data hiding method based on quantization are proposcd in [5, 6] . In a slightly different approach, Chou etal.
[7] use quantization after trellis coded modulation as a consequence of the observation of the duality between source coding and channel coding with side information.
In this paper, we propose yet another quantizationbased public data hiding method. The method is mainly based on Trellis Coded Quantization (TCQ), which is described briefly in Section 2. The proposed method is presented in Section 3, as well as two other quantization based methods. An algorithm that utilizes the proposed method to embed hidden information into the images is also described in Section 4. Following the simulations in Section 5 , the concluding remarks are given in Section 6 .
TRELLIS CODED QUANTIZATION
TCQ [XI can be considered as a special case of trellis coding. The main ideas behind TCQ are due to trellis coded modulation (TCM) [9] . TCQ employs a set of trellises and set partitioning ideas of TCM in order to achieve better distortion performance with low complexity.
TCQ uses a trellis and an associated codebook. A sample trellis of 4 states is shown in Figure 1 , in accordance with its finite state machine and the codebook. In this figure, U is the input bit of the finite state machine, is equal to I. For an encoding rate of 2 bps, C is twice larger than the corresponding scalar quantizer. After C is determined, it is partitioned into 2Ri1 subsets, each of which has 2R-1 codewords. where N is the number of states) the effect of the initial state on Mean Square Error (MSE) is negligible [SI.
QUANTIZATION-BASED DATA HlDlNG
In addition to the proposed method, two other well-known methods, Dither Modulation (DM) and TCQ-Path Selection (TCQ-PS), are also briefly described in this section.
3.1.Proposed Data Hiding Method : TCQ-IS
The proposed method makes use of TCQ while considering the effects of the initial state (IS) on MSE.
Since initial state selection is arbitraly in TCQ, one can embed information into the content by enforcing the selection of the initial state, accordingly.
After enforcing the selection of the initial state according to the data to be hidden, the closest trellis path is found using Viterbi algorithm, as in conventional TCQ. Figure 2 shows a sample embedding process for TCQ-IS. In this illustrated example, N=4, m=3, R=2, R=l. Since N is 4, one can hide 2 bits into the m input samples.
Assuming, the data to hide is arbitrarily selected as w={O,l}, state 1 is chosen as the initial state. The corresponding closest path found by the Viterbi algorithm is shown with thicker branches.
The total number of bits that can be hidden by TCQ-IS is log2N, which depends only on the number of states in the trellis. Embedding rate of TCQ-IS is log2N/in bps. For a given m, one should use trellises with more states in order tn hide more data. It should be notcd that the embedding distortion due to information hiding is mainly determined by the bin widths of the quantizer (Fig. I ), similar to other methods.
Dither Modulation (DM)
DM is a member of the QIM family. DM employs a quantizer set in which the quantization cells and thc reconstruction points are the shifted versions of any other quantizer in the set [3] . The dither vector d is modulated with the watermark w. Then, using the corresponding dither vector for a given w, the embedding function is, where q is the selected base quantizer. A uniform quantizer with step size A is used as the base quantizer.
The dither vectors are -AI4 and + AI4 for w=O and w=l, respectivcly. The hidden data is decoded by computing the distance between the reconstruction levels of each quantizer in the set. The index of the quantizer with the minimum distance gives the decoded data. According to the desired embedding rate, input data s can be used individually or sequentially in conjunction with majority voting in the decoding stage. 3.3.TCQ-PS TCQ-PS is based on the TCM-TCQ scheme described in [5, 6] . Using the same trellis structure in TCQ-IS, the coset selection in which the input signal s is to be quantized reduces to the trellis path determination according to the data w. Once the path is determined, s is quantized using the corresponding Dj. In that sense, TCQ-PS is also a member of QIM family. However, in this case, the quantizers are selected according to a trellis. Figure 3 shows a sample for TCQ-PS. The trellis path is determined with respect to the data w={O,l,l] starting always from the initial state 0. The data is quantized using the associated subsets of the branches in the order dictated by the trellis.
In this scheme, embedding rate is 1 bps. At the decoding side, Viterbi algorithm is used to quantize the received
x ( S , W ) = q ( x + d ( w ) ) -d ( w ) ,
signal using the trellis structure. Once the best path is found, the data is decoded starting from the initial state 0. .1 is applied to images after transform domain conversion. For this purpose, the imagc is partitioned into blocks and for each block, Discrete Fouricr Transform (DFT) is performed. The coefficients, for which TCQ-IS will be applied, arc selected from the middlc frcquency band, as shown in Figure 4 . The low frequency coefficients are not includcd, since modifications on thcsc coefficients will bc more visible.
The high frequency band is also not considered, since thc coefficients in this band are expected not to survive compression.
The magnitudes of the selected midfrequency DFT coefficients are fed into TCQ-IS.
Resulting quantized values are replaced with the originals and finally, the cover image is obtained.
The decoder uses the same set of coefficients and extracts the hidden bits after the Viterbi decoding. Figure   4 shows a typical cover image (gray level Lena of size 5 12x5 12) with embedding distortion (PSNR between Fig. 4 . Coefficient Selection and a typical example.
SIMULATIONS

Effect of the Sequence Length on TCQ-IS
The robustness performance of TCQ-IS against data sequence length is shown in Figure 5 . The robustness is measured by the relation between the probabilitics of erroneous bit decoding versus the watermark-to-noise ratio (WNR). Figure 5 Comparison between TCQ-IS, DM, and TCQ-PS Thc robustness performances of thc 3 methods described in Section 3 arc examined in terms of WNR and thc probability of error, P(E). The channel noise power is kept constant, while the watermark power is varied. The probability of error is computed as the ratio of erroneously decoded data bits to the number of total data bits. The final values are computed by averaging the results for 500 random experiments. Two sources are used to embed data: a uniform source in the range (-1,l) and a Gaussian source with zero mean and unit variance. The TCQ structure in Figure 1 is utilized for both TCQ-IS and TCQ-PS during these simulations. The codebook is chosen so that it covers all input data range for the uniform source. For Gaussian source, the selected range contains most of the signal energy. Input data length is selected as IO. In order to equate the data embedding rate, DM uses 1 sample to hide 1 bit and TCQ-IS operates on input samples in lengths of 2. The robustness of the methods is plotted with respect to various Gaussian channel noises in Figures 6-9 .
The results indicate that, for all low-noise cases, TCQ-IS and DM perform similar, which is bctter than TCQ-PS. On the other hand, for high noise case, TCQ-IS has the best performance among the three methods. 
TCQ-IS for Images
The robustness of TCQ-IS for image data hiding is computed against JPEG compression attack using different trellises and codebooks. The block size is taken as 16. The first 6 coefficients between the circles of radii 3 and 2 are selected in raster scan. In addition to 4-state trellis shown in Figure 1 , 8-PSK trellises with 8 and 16 states [9] are also employed. The results are shown in Figure IO , as the embedding distortion versus probability of error against JPEG-80 compression attack. It is apparent that as the trellis stmcture becomes dense, the robustness increases. It is also observed that even if the state numbers differ two PSK schemes behave similarly, since they share the same codebonk.
CONCLUSIONS
A novel quantization-based data hiding method is
proposed. The simulation results show that TCQ-IS method has better performance with respect to other wellknown quantization based data hiding mcthods for certain input sources and channel noises, especially when distortion noise is high. Furthermore, embedding data using the magnitude of Discrcte Fourier Transform coefficients of natural images by TCQ-IS is also implementcd and it is obscrved that dcnsc TCQ structurcs yield bettcr results. As a future research optimal structures for certain attacks should be investigated. 
